iOS & Front-end Developer
Skills
IOS
Objective-C, Swift, Sprite Kit,
Core Data, Facebook/Twitter,
Parse, CoreLocation/MapKit,
CoreAnimation, …

Remi Santos
ADDRESS

8 Quai de la Monnaie
33800 Bordeaux, France
PHONE

+33 6 33 62 46 30
E-MAIL

hello@remisantos.com
LINKS

remisantos.com
github.com/kemcake
DEGREES /
CERTIFICATIONS
• Apple : Mac Integration
10.9 Certification
• WWDC 2014 scholarship
recipient
• Microsoft Appli Academy
• Bac S-SI (High school)
COURSE
Computer science school
INGESUP . Delivering a staterecognized Bac+5 degree
(Master degree).

WEB
Javascript, NodeJS, React,
Angular, Gulp, Jquery,
Bootstrap, PHP
(+framewoks), MySQL, …

OTHERS
Leap Motion, Myo, Unit
tests, C/C++, Git, REST,
Design/Photoshop/Illustrator,
Windows 8/Phone, …

Working experience
HEADING INGÉSUP APPLE LAB - SEPT 2013..NOW
We're a team growing every year (about 20 now), and we have one day every two
weeks to learn, share and create cool things around iOS and Mac. This a really good
experience for me to teach what I know about Swift, Objective-c or whatever to
others student and help them building great apps. This is also an opportunity to
manage a team and multiple projects at the same time.

APPLE WWDC 2014 SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT - JUNE 2014
Every year, Apple choose around 200 student in the world to give them a free ticket
for the WWDC. I’ve been selected by doing an original iOS application based on a
Penrose triangle menu that I’ve open sourced on my Github (Kemcake/RSPenrose).

INTERNSHIP AND PART-TIME AT WOPATA - 2014/2015 (1 YEAR)
Creating javascript applications using modern frameworks like Angular or React,
implementing data-visualisation with D3. Build solid automated projects with Gulp or
Grunt, and unit-tested with Karma, Jasmine or Mocha. I also helped to build the iOS
app Boddy, redesigning the interface like the main screen, and implementing
features like video conference.

CREATE A SOCIAL NETWORK : LOOPSE - 2013
I wanted to create a social network for extreme sports users (surf, snowboard,
skateboard …). An app to find the best places to practice, to organize events and
invite our friends. Available on almost every platforms : www.loopse.com.

INTERNSHIP AT SNAPP’ - 2013
3 months internship at SNAPP’ as iOS developer. Realisation of iPhone applications
such as "Nokia Expert" application to have all the information about Nokia products,
or "Tag Wine" for details of a wine by scanning its label. Recovery of existing projects
with "SmartCave" and "Ticket Restau”. All available on the AppStore.

LOTS OF DIFFERENT PROJECTS - 2010..NOW
As I love to imagine and create new ideas, I did some (a lot) projects. That’s, I think,
the best way to learn again and again. I’ve put most of them in the “portfolio” of my
website. I’m really proud of every apps I’ve made, since the first one “BDN” until the
last one “#Captain”.

Languages
French as native. Professional skills in english, improving my fluidity.

Additional information
• Inline skate France champion 2011(sponsored by clic-n-roll.com). Really
athletic in general, and music lover (piano and guitar).
• Animate some conferences about iOS/Animations/Parse in my school or
at meetups.

